MSAACS REGIONAL
ELEMENTARY
COMPETITION
GUIDELINES
2019-2020
TEXAS/OKLAHOMA
Visit our website: www.msaacs.com/competitions/texasoklahoma-elem-fine-arts
Email us: statecomp@mytocs.org

GENERAL INFORMATION
Who:
All Elementary grade Christian school students in Texas and Oklahoma.
Where:
Garland Christian Academy
1516 Lavon Dr.
Garland, TX 75040
When:
May 1, 2020
Why:
To give our elementary students the opportunity to compete in a Christian environment
with others from across the states of Texas and Oklahoma.
How Much:
The entry fee is $7 per student, per entry with a max fee for groups of $35. There is a cap of
3 entries per category per school. Because of scheduling difficulties, please do not enter the
same students in Bible Memory and Spelling Bee. The deadline for having the registration
turned in along with the appropriate fee is April 3, 2020.
Registration: Forms can be emailed as PDF to statecomp@mytocs.org or
mailed to TOCS 1311 E. Bankhead Dr. Weatherford, TX 76086
Payment: Check made out to TOCS and
mailed to TOCS 1311 E. Bankhead Dr. Weatherford, TX 76086
What to Bring:
2 copies of the judging sheets for each performance with the pieces (originals required for
music) or copies (for speech, etc) included.
Use only the judging sheets from this manual.
Dress Code for Competition:
Girls’ and ladies’ skirts will be to the middle of the knee or longer, and necklines will not be
exceedingly low or open in the front or back.
Boys and men will wear neat shirts with a collar, tucked in, and nice slacks.
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and HS STATE
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Name%of%School:%____________________________________________________________________________%
%
Address:%____________________________________________________________________________________%
%
City:%_______________________________________________%%State:%_______%%Zip:_____________________%
%
Phone%Number:%_____________________________%%Fax%Number%_______________________________%
%
Email%Address:%____________________________________________________________________________%
%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Amount:%___________________%
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ACADEMIC TESTING
Academic Testing has a separate registration and payment process.
Registration, payment, and testing will be handled online at testpoint.net
Your staff proctors all tests during the testing window.
Information for registration will be emailed at a later date.
Registration for Academic Testing will be January 6 - 13, 2020
Window to take Academic Tests will be January 14 – February 14, 2020
The following tests are available for elementary students:
Fee for tests is $7 per person per test.

POETRY
The poetry competition will be conducted with the following guidelines:
1. Poem recitation must be between 1-5 minutes long.
2. Poem must be memorized.
3. Entries are not restricted to sacred themes. However, entries which reflect
anti-biblical themes, content and/or word usage may be disqualified.
4. No props should be used.
5. Poem must be a published work.
6. Two copies must be provided for the judges on the day of competition.
7. Please be sure all speeches have been approved by your school.

INTERPRETIVE SPEECHES
The interpretive speech competition will be conducted with the following guidelines:
1. Speech recitation must be between 1-5 minutes long.
2. Speech must be memorized.
3. Entries are not restricted to sacred themes. However, entries which reflect
anti-biblical themes, content and/or word usage may be disqualified.
4. No props should be used.
5. Speech must be a published work.
6. Two copies must be provided for the judges on the day of competition.
7. Please be sure all speeches have been approved by your school.

*If there are questions about appropriateness of piece, please contact the regional office at
statecomp@mytocs.org.

SPEECH
CATEGORY 1: READERS THEATRE– Acting toward the audience
Time limit: 3 – 7 minutes
Reader’s theatre is a presentation in which two to six individuals portray characters
without the use of script, costumes, staging, lights, sound effects, or make-up. Cutting must
be taken from published dramatic literature or from prose that has been scripted for stage.
A copy of the script must be provided for the judges.
Characters are not to interact with each other, but rather should be focused on the
audience. Characters may make use of small hand props and costume accessories (such as
an umbrella, shawl, gloves, hat, glasses, etc.). No makeup, lighting, full costumes, or
furniture other than a table and chairs may be used.

CATEGORY 2: SMALL GROUP ACTING – Acting toward each other
Time limit: 3 – 7 minutes
Small group theatre is a stage performance in which two to six individuals each
portray one character without the use of script, costumes, staging, lights, sound effects, or
make-up. Cutting must be taken from published dramatic literature or from prose that has
been scripted for stage. A copy of the script must be provided for the judges.
Characters may speak to silent or off-stage characters. Actors may make use of small
hand props and costume accessories (such as an umbrella, shawl, gloves, hat, glasses, etc.).
No makeup, lighting, full costumes, or furniture other than a table and chairs may be used.

BIBLE MEMORY
Bible memory will be conducted in the traditional spelling bee fashion. The King James
Version will be the only authorized translation used. The 2019-2020 Bible memory
competition will be over the information found from points I-III on the “God’s Promises”
outline provided in this handbook. A student will be permitted one error before
elimination. Upon commission of his second error, the student will be eliminated. Each
student will be given a question different from that given the preceding student. The
student will not begin speaking until the Master’s questioning is completed. If needed due
to time, the competition will go to a written format.
The Master may conduct only two (2) styles of quizzing as follows:
Style 1:
Master cites reference; student recites verse. Master may continue this style
for as many rounds as he chooses.
Style 2:
Master refers to application of verse; student cites both reference and verse.
Master may continue this style for as many rounds as he chooses.

SPELLING BEE
Spelling will be conducted in the traditional spelling bee fashion according to the rules
listed below. Words will be taken from the list provided in this handbook. Once the words
from the list have been exhausted, words will be taken from the myspellit.com website.
1. The Spelling Master will say the word. The student may request a word be
re-pronounced.
2. If all of the words on the provided list have been used, a student may request a
definition of an unfamiliar word.
3. The student should proceed in a say, spell, say manner.
4. Having begun to spell a word, a student may stop and begin again one time;
however, they cannot change what they have already spelled.
5. Thirty seconds will be given to complete the word. Timing will begin when the
student says the word.
6. When a word is misspelled, the spelling master will give the correct spelling. A new
word will be given to the next student.
7. When only 2 students remain, procedures change. When one student misspells a
word, the other will be given the opportunity to spell it. In the event that both
misspell the word the spelling master will give the correct spelling and provide a
new word for the student who first misspelled.

ART
Art Categories:
Monochromatic Drawing
Polychromatic Drawing
Sculpture
Painting
Crafts

General Rules:
1. Entries are not limited to religious themes, but must be appropriate
2. All work must be done by the student but advice may be given by an advisor
3. Student may not enter a piece from a previous year’s competition.
4. There can be no copying or tracing
5. All drawing entries need to be framed by a matte – no frames
6. Each participant needs to fill out an entry form for each entry.
Monochromatic Drawing - done with ink or pencil or in any one hue of the chosen color
Polychromatic Drawing – done with more than one color
Sculpture - entries made carving, modeling or shaping to produce a three-dimensional
piece that can be displayed (wood, plaster, clay, wire, etc.)
Painting – done with paint on appropriate art paper or canvas
Crafts
**Includes two-dimensional or three-dimensional artwork that combines two or more
mediums including the use of paint, ink, pencil, chalk, oil paints, tempera paints, sand,
collage, and printmaking. Can include jewelry making and mosaics.
**A collage must be made of two-dimensional materials that were created by the student.
Adhesives and glazes such as glues, fixatives, etc. are allowed in the assembling and
finishing processes. Photographs not taken by the student may be used as long as the
portion used cannot be recognized as part of the original picture.
**No kits or commercially produced parts are acceptable, such as plastic leaves and any
other prefabricated media; all parts are to be handmade, painted, inked, etc.

MUSIC
Music categories:
Vocal Solo
Piano Solo
Small Vocal Ensemble (2 - 8 people)
Choral Group (9 or more people)
Instrumental Ensemble (2 - 8 people)

Woodwind Instrumental Solo
Guitar Solo
Brass Instrumental Solo
String Instrumental Solo
Concert Percussion Solo

General Rules:
1. Awards for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place will not be given in music. Music participants will
be rated on a performance based scale using levels 1 - 3 rather than a points based
scale. After each performance the judge will meet with the participant to give
feedback on the performance. Outstanding performances will be recognized in the
awards ceremony. The judges form reflects these changes.
2. There is one judging form for all music categories.
3. Only live piano accompaniment may be used
4. All vocal selections must be memorized. Instrumental selections do not have to be
memorized. However, competitors are not permitted to use page-turners.
Instrumentalists may tune their instruments with the piano before performing. No
electronically amplified instruments will be permitted.
5. Contestants must furnish one original (with the measures numbered) of the musical
selection performed for a judge’s copy. The judge will return the original to the
music coach.
6. Music selections should be sacred, classical, or from basic piano, vocal, or other
method books. Rock, jazz, pop, or similar music is prohibited. Students may be
disqualified if selection is deemed inappropriate* by the competition director.
7. No choreography or planned or unnecessary bodily movement will be permitted.
8. Guitar performances should be played with an acoustic guitar in a classical style.
9. Concert percussion instruments include snare drum or mallet percussion
instruments.
10. A suggested music list is available at msaacs.com

*If there are questions about appropriateness of piece, please contact the regional office at
statecomp@mytocs.org.

National Competition Manual – Appendix: Bible Memory

2019-2020: God’s Promises
I.

God has expressed His promises in clear, simple language.
A. God’s promises are recorded in the Scriptures (Romans 1:2).
B. God’s promises are backed by His faithfulness (Deuteronomy 7:9).
C. God has confirmed His faithfulness by an oath (Hebrews 6: 17–18).
D. God’s promises are to motivate His children to duty and holiness (II Corinthians 6:17–18; 7:1).
E. Although not all promises are made to the Christian, all are for our edification (Romans 15:4).
F. God’s promises have been confirmed and fulfilled in Christ (II Corinthians 1:19–20).
G. Man does not know God’s timetable for the fulfillment of His promises (II Peter 3:9).
H. God’s promises are obtained or possessed through faith (Romans 4:16; Hebrews 6:12).
II. Scripture describes God’s promises in several terms.
A. God’s promise is called good (I Kings 8:56).
B. God’s promise is called holy (Psalm 105:42).
C. God’s promises are called great and precious (II Peter 1:4).
III. God has given promises concerning the physical welfare of His children.
A. God has promised longer life for obedience to Him (Proverbs 3:1–2).
B. God has promised longer life for honoring parents (Ephesians 6:2–3).
C. God has promised peace and comfort in fear (John 14:27; Philippians 4:7).
D. God has promised help in illness (Psalm 41:3).
E. God has promised the rest of sweet sleep (Proverbs 3:24).
F. God has promised both afflictions and delivery in those afflictions (I Thessalonians 3:3; Psalm 50:15).
G. God has promised to dry our tears (Revelation 7:17).
H. God has promised renewal of strength (Isaiah 40:31).
I. God has promised that nothing shall happen by chance (Proverbs 16:33).
J. God has promised children as His heritage (Psalm 127:3).
K. God has promised a blessed home life (Proverbs 3:33).
L. God has promised preservation of orphans and widows (Jeremiah 49:11).
M. God has promised blessings upon the children of godly parents (Psalm 112:1-2; Proverbs 20:7).
N. God has promised our basic needs of food, drink, and clothing (Matthew 6:31-32).
O. God has promised to meet our every need (Philippians 4:19; Matthew 6:33).
IV. God has given spiritual promises to those who are saved.
A. God has promised abundant life (John 10:10).
B. God has promised eternal life (I John 2:25).
C. God has promised the indwelling Holy Spirit as the earnest or pledge of His salvation
(II Corinthians 1:22).
D. God has promised His eternal presence (Hebrews 13:5).
E. God has promised that He is slow to anger and merciful (Psalm 103:8).
F. God has promised to forget only one thing: our sins (Hebrews 10:17).
G. God has promised salvation from His wrath (Romans 5:9).
H. God has promised us sonship (Galatians 4:6–7; John 1:12).
I. God has promised that we will be His heirs (Galatians 3:29).
J. God has promised the advocacy of Jesus Christ (I John 2:1).
K. God has promised that He will never change (James 1:17).
©2015 American Association of Christian Schools
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Elementary

Spelling Bee Study List

2019–2020

Elementary spelling bees are governed by the various AACS state affiliates. Check with your state office for elementary
competition rules. In an effort to assist states, AACS has provided this study list. Students should study the words on
the study list. They should be familiar with words used in their history, science, and spelling textbooks. Words used in
the competition have been selected from the study list, from student textbooks, and from the dictionary.

irrevocable
noticeable
astronaut
conifer
affluent
circulation
extraneous
physicist
asterisk
renovate
proficiency
evacuate
endow
biennial
autonomous
edict
changeable
seismograph
monotony
maneuver
mediocre
metropolis
sensory
intervene
temperament
tragedy
antebellum
eulogy
theocracy
epidermis
procrastinate
telescopic
posthumous
infuriate
assistant
Lucifer
photography
congratulate

evacuee
guarantee
conceit
monogram
Mediterranean
circumvent
revoked
contradictory
whispered
predatory
circumnavigate
extinguish
prejudice
allegiance
incinerate
subpoena
disappear
neutrality
triceps
fluctuate
befuddled
abscond
nonchalant
revenue
systematize
valuable
surveyor
antibodies
obsession
episode
business
shrubbery
egotism
medicinal
postgraduate
monopoly
severity
reassure

entangle
embarrass
buoyancy
durable
repossess
absolve
infantile
hypochondriac
diaphragm
hydrophobia
salvage
peerless
habitually
bisect
imminent
diagnose
accommodate
absurdity
binoculars
bountiful
analogy
aptitude
acrobatic
hypodermic
antediluvian
ridiculous
demagnetize
uncanny
cannery
victorious
tourist
mischievous
criticism
cataract
reign
digestible
disturbance
grateful

impetuous
omnivorous
retrospective
tarragon
albatross
croquette
flamboyant
leukemia
Samaritan
wanderlust
glasnost
babushka
lieutenant
fathom
goatee
yieldable
teriyaki
sayonara
melancholy
philanthropy
androcentric
crescendo
maestro
chimichanga
ophthalmology
repetition
neutralize
counterfeiter
strengthen
perilous
amusement
marvelous
heroism
national
aisle
capable
acceptance
ingrate

Created by the North Carolina Christian School Association for use by AACS-member schools

postmortem
benevolent
credentials
macramé
bureaucracy
egalitarian
macadamia
missionary
vulcanize
eiderdown
Bolshevik
Cossack
beleaguer
farthing
roughhewn
persimmon
tsunami
homogeneous
protagonist
ergonomic
monotonous
harpsichord
contrapuntal
quesadilla
vigilante
empanada
dyslexia
intermittent
atheist
haughty
circular
circular
Communism
incorporate
information
portable
depreciate
rebuild

Elementary
excellence
avert
alien
archaeology
chauffeur
belligerent
bromeliad
karaoke

Spelling Bee Study List
cosmopolitan
vertebra
survivor
tambourine
antemeridian
algorithm
pasteurize
hippopotamus

emergency
excessive
surrender
thermonuclear
grammar
feldsher
perestroika
euphemism

2019–2020
interrupt
reverse
fertilize
periphery
synagogue
protégé
hollandaise
archipelago

Created by the North Carolina Christian School Association for use by AACS-member schools

metallic
flavorless
consistent
hydraulic
epitome
rendezvous
shrieval
maraschino

37th Annual AACS Creative Writing Contest
2019–2020 Topics
ELEMENTARY
POETRY—Write a poem about something that is in your desk, locker, or backpack.
SHORT STORY—Write a story in which a pet changes in an unusual way (examples: small pet becomes
huge, slow pet becomes fast, tame pet becomes wild).
JUNIOR HIGH
POETRY—Write a poem about a small-town hero.
SHORT STORY—Write a story that ends with the main character saying, “One good turn deserves another.”

Rules
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Entries shall meet the specific length requirements listed below:
ELEMENTARY LEVEL (GRADES 4–6)
JUNIOR HIGH LEVEL (GRADES 7–8)
Poetry:
maximum 200 words
Poetry:
maximum 300 words
Short Story: maximum 750 words
Short Story: maximum 1000 words
A student may enter only one category—either short story or poetry.
Students should be told the topics at least one week prior to writing so they have time to think through what they wish to
communicate.
Students must submit a handwritten or typed entry that has been written in the school and under school supervision,
without adult or student assistance. The student should first write a rough draft and make the necessary corrections. The
student then proceeds to write a final copy. Entries to state and national competition must be free of written comments
and corrections.
No reference materials or notes except a King James Bible and a dictionary shall be permitted at the time of writing.
Preparation may be done outside of class, but no notes may be used during the writing period. The time limit for the writing
is two hours.
If hand-written, students must use standard notebook paper. The final copy must be written in pencil or black ink using
only one side of the paper. If entries are typed, final copy must be printed on one side of the paper. Entries may be
photocopied for school judging and will be photocopied for state and national judging. Leave a one-inch margin on all sides
of the paper.
The following information must be listed at the top of the first page of the student’s entry: Student’s name and grade;
school name, city, and state; category entered; title; and number of words.
• A “fancy” cover page or title page is not allowed.
• If the student uses more than one piece of paper, each additional paper should have the following information: page #,
student’s name, and name of school.
• DO NOT staple the pages together. Stapling tears out the corners of the photocopies.
The main judging criteria will be the content, originality and communication of the piece. Mechanics, such as spelling,
punctuation, paragraph structure, poetical form, neatness, etc., are secondary criteria. The schools should have received
copies of each judging sheet. If not, please contact your state office. Before submitting the entry, on the judging sheet fill in
the level, name, school, city, state, grade, title, number of words, and signed statement of originality. Student will be
penalized if the judging sheet is not correctly completed, including title, number of words, and signed statement of
originality.
Original student entries must be submitted to the state association by December 13, 2019. (This date may vary by state.
Please contact your state office for exact deadline for your state.) Each association will select one winner in each category
on each level. These four winners will be sent to AACS for the national judging; these entries should be received by the
National Office by January 30, 2020. National winners will be announced in April 2020.

Awards
State winners will be presented medals. National winners will be awarded plaques. All awards will be provided by AACS.

CREATIVE WRITING—SHORT STORY
(Check Category)
Elementary (4th–6th grade)

Junior High (7th–8th grade)

Name _______________________________________________

Grade__________

School ______________________________________________

City _________________________________ State _________

Title (required) ________________________________________

Number of Words (required) ____________________________

FACTORS EVALUATED
Creativity
1. Appeal: Author demonstrates originality. Story
sustains reader interest for its intended audience.
2. Details: Descriptions contribute to the reader’s
enjoyment.
3. Style: Elements enhance the story. May include but
not limited to:
a. Word choice
b. Figurative language
c. Tone
d. Voice
4. Theme/Purpose: Author’s message or intent is
effectively obtained.

COMMENTS

POINTS
(45 pts)

(45 points possible)
Content/Development
Elements support the theme/purpose and contribute
to a unified whole. May include but not limited to:
1. Setting/Mood
2. Characterization
3. Dialogue (if any)
4. Plot/Conflict – May include but not limited to:
a. Engaging beginning
b. Introduction of conflict
c. Rising action
d. Climax
e. Falling action
f. Resolution
5. Organization

(45 pts)

(45 points possible)
Writing Mechanics
1. Meets or exceeds grade level.
2. Errors are minimal and do not confuse the reader.

(10 pts)

(10 points possible)

STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY
I certify that this project is my own original and authentic
work and that I received no help in completing this
project other than general instruction and supervision.

Total (100 possible points) ___________

_______________________________________________
Student’s Signature (Required)

_______________________________________________
Judge’s Signature

CREATIVE WRITING—POETRY
(Check Category)
Elementary (4th–6th grade)

Junior High (7th–8th grade)

Name _______________________________________________

Grade__________

School ______________________________________________

City _________________________________ State _________

Title (required) ________________________________________

Number of Words (required) ____________________________

FACTORS EVALUATED
Originality/Content/Communication
1. Approach to topic is creative/original.
2. Content is organized intentionally.
3. Poem captures the reader’s interest.
4. Theme or main idea is developed and well integrated.
5. Word choice is precise and free of clichés.
6. Poem contains unique details and vivid descriptive
language.

COMMENTS

POINTS
(50 pts)

(50 points possible)
Poetic Devices
1. Rhyme
a. If the poem is in rhyme, the rhyme scheme is
correct.
b. If there is no rhyme, there are compensating sound
devices (alliteration, consonance, onomatopoeia,
etc.).
2. Meter
a. Meter is consistent throughout and appropriate.
b. If there is no meter, phrasing possesses a rhythmic
flow to distinguish it from prose.
3. Poem is infused with imagery-specific sensory
impressions, rather than broad generalities.
4. Literary devices such as metaphor or symbol add
depth or layers of meaning to the poem.
5. Visual appearance: Structure is intentional and
meaningfully connected to the content.

(40 pts)

(40 points possible)
Writing Mechanics
Writer shows a clear understanding of the rules of
capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and
grammar/syntax OR consistency and intentionality in
breaking the rules.
(10 points possible)

(10 pts)

STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY
I certify that this project is my own original and authentic
work and that I received no help in completing this
project other than general instruction and supervision.

Total (100 possible points) ___________

_______________________________________________
Student’s Signature (Required)

_______________________________________________
Judge’s Signature

SPEECH
(Check Category)
Dramatic Interpretation
Religious
Poetry Reading
Humorous Interpretation

Oral Interpretation of Poetry
Declamation
Interpretative
Oral Interpretation of Scripture

Name _______________________________________________

State _______________________________________________

School ______________________________________________

City ________________________________________________

Time ____________ {Judges – Circle time if outside limits for category} Title _________________________________________
FACTORS EVALUATED

COMMENTS

POINTS
(4-10)

Memorization:
1. Knowledge of Material
2. Hesitation or Confusion
3. Necessity for Prompting
Selection:
1. Tasteful
2. Proper Identification of Author
3. Meets Category Requirements
4. Literary Value
Diction:
1. Fluency/Articulation
2. Pronunciation
3. Enunciation
4. Voice Projection
5. General Pitch Level
6. Quality of Voice
Communication:
1. Mental Rapport with Audience
2. Eye Contact
3. Ability to Hold Attention
Use of Body:
1. Posture
2. Bodily Movement
3. Gestures
4. Facial Expressions
5. Stage Presence
6. Distracting Mannerisms
Interpretation:
1. Style
2. Comprehension and Proper Emphasis
3. Creation of Mood
4. Phrasing
5. Contrast
6. Expression
7. Spiritual or Emotional Effect
Overall Effectiveness:
1. Proficiency of Delivery
2. Personal Appearance
3. Poise
4. Organization of Thought

Point Scale
9-10…..Excellent, Superior
7-8…….Good, Above Average
5-6…….Fair, Average
4……....Poor

©2015 American Association of Christian Schools

Total (70 possible points) ____________
_______________________________________________
Judge’s Signature
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SPEECH
Acting
Name _______________________________________________

State _______________________________________________

School ______________________________________________

City ________________________________________________

Time ____________ {Judges – Circle time if outside limits for category} Title _________________________________________

FACTORS EVALUATED

COMMENTS

POINTS
(4-10)

Interpretation:
1. Grasp of the Line Meaning
2. Comprehension
Characterization:
1. Action-Reaction
2. Interplay
3. Believability
Poise:
Bodily Control Action
Blocking:
1. Motivated, Balanced Movement
2. Energy
Diction:
Clarity
Timing:
Tempo/Build to Climax
Overall Dramatic Effect:
1. Control
2. Precision
3. Creativity
Memorization
Selection:
1. Literary Value
2. Tasteful
3. Appropriate
4. Judicious Editing
5. Difficulty
Piece and performance adhere to rules as
stated in manual (specifically one
character per person limit with narration)

Point Scale
9-10…..Excellent, Superior
7-8…….Good, Above Average
5-6…….Fair, Average
4……....Poor

©2015 American Association of Christian Schools

Total (100 possible points) ___________
_______________________________________________
Judge’s Signature
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SPEECH
Readers Theatre
Name _______________________________________________

State _______________________________________________

School ______________________________________________

City ________________________________________________

Time _______________ {Judges – Circle time if outside limits for category}

FACTORS EVALUATED

COMMENTS

POINTS
(4-10)

Staging:
1. Interesting Composition
2. Composition Clarifies the Literature
Movement:
1. Posture 4. Facial Expressions
2. Purpose 5. Stage Presence
3. Gestures 6. Distracting Mannerisms
Originality of Arrangement:
1. Creative Visualization of Setting using allowed
objects and actors
2. Effective use of group speaking and group
movement (if utilized)
Characterization:
1. Voices
2. Movement
3. Facial Expression
4. Intensity
Quality of Selection:
1. Literary Value
2. Tasteful
3. Appropriate for the Occasion
4. Judicious Editing
5. Difficulty
Performance:
1. Diction
2. Eye Contact
3. Distracting Elements
4. Word Color
5. Attacks and Releases
Memorization:
1. Recall
2. Hesitation or Confusion
3. Need for Prompting
Overall Effectiveness:
1. Delivery
2. Poise
3. Organization of Thought
4. Group Appearance
Piece and performance adhere to rules
as stated in manual.

Point Scale
9-10…..Excellent, Superior
7-8…….Good, Above Average
5-6…….Fair, Average
4……....Poor

©2015 American Association of Christian Schools

Total (90 possible points) ____________
_______________________________________________
Judge’s Signature
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6

SOLO-SMALL
ENSEMBLE
MUSIC
JUDGING
FORM
Please read the current issue of the Constitution and Contest Rules

School____________________________
City__________________ Category
Event____________________
Name
____________________________________________
_____________________________________
Contest Date_________________________

Deadline Date_________________________

School ____________________________________________
Title of Selection_________________________

Region________

Title ________________________________________

Composer-arranger
Movement Composer ___________________________________
UIL ID#
Class
City
______________________________________________

Grade
________
______________________________

_________________

Name(s) of participants(s) in alphabetical order.

_____

Time_____
________

Accompanist_________________________________

SOLO ADJUDICATORS MUST CHECK - Solo Performed from Memory:

Yes

No

TONE
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-

Blend
Intonation
Quality
Control
Support
Volume
Intensity
Balance
Diction

TECHNIQUE
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-

Rhythmic precision
Articulation
Attack
Release
Fluency
Flexibility
Diction

MUSICIANSHIP
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-

Note Spacing
Accents
Style
Phrasing
Tempo
Dynamic range control
Rhythm patterns
Expression fluency

OTHER COMMENTS (No rating applies)

FINAL RATING

I

II

III

Write in rating here _________________
This form is adapted from the UIL form

IV Did Not
V Attend
DNA
Signature of official_______________________________________

ART
(Check Category)

Monochromatic Drawing
Calligraphy
Polychromatic Drawing
Drawing
Monochromatic
Painting
Polychromatic
Drawing
Crafts
Watercolor
Sculpture
Oil
Painting
Acrylic Painting

Sculpture
Textiles
Crafts
Printmaking
Mixed Media

Name _______________________________________________

State _______________________________________________

School ______________________________________________

City ________________________________________________

Medium _____________________________________________

Title _______________________________________________

FACTORS EVALUATED

COMMENTS

POINTS
(6-20)

Technique:
1. Is the medium used appropriate?
2. Is skillfulness displayed?
3. Is there consistency?

Originality:
1. Does this work possess creativity?
2. Does this work possess individuality?
3. Does this work show imagination?
4. Does this work reflect both knowledge
of and experience with the subject?

Effectiveness:
1. Is there harmony of composition?
2. Is there visual balance?
3. Is there form and color coordination?
4. Communication:
a. Does this work portray or convey a
message?
b. Does this work repeatedly stimulate
or satisfy?

Point Scale
17-20…..Excellent, Superior
13-16…..Good, Above Average
9-12…....Fair, Average
6-8…......Poor

©2015 American Association of Christian Schools

Total (60 possible points) ____________
_______________________________________________
Judge’s Signature
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